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LORIENT AFTER THE RAIDS

Ten acres of the Naval Arsenal Gone

Reconnaissance shows that harbour installations, repair shops, foundries,

store sheds, power stations all connected directly or indirectly with the

maintenance of Germany’s U-boats have been severely damaged during the recent R.A.F.

night raids and the U, S. A, A,F, raid on Lorient. Since this reconnaissance there have

been two more R, A,F, night attacks - on January 26 and 29.

Ten acres have been devastated in the naval arsenal alone. The two western

most bays of the welding shop are roofless and apparently damaged by fire, and the

electric welding shop and an adjoining building have had their upper storeys burnt out.

Seventy-five per cent of the German Commandant building has been gutted, and

only a few of the damaged walls of the Bearbyn drawing offices remain.

To the north the south wing of an unnamed large quadrangular building has had

its upper floors gutted, the east wing has been burnt out, and half the wing forming

the north side has also been destroyed. More than half of the roof of a repair shop
in the dock area has had to be stripped.

The two power stations have been damaged.

In the southerly one, which is near the drawing offices, a building has been

gutted. The roof of the main building in the northerly power station has apparently

been damaged while three small sheds have been destroyed.

The officer's club has been burnt out: a large block of buildings to the east

of it has also been gutted and partly demolished; and another block to the west has

been burnt out.

There are many holes in the roof of the southern block of the foundries, and

from the photographs it looks as if there may have been a direct hit at the west

end of it. A single storey building at one/of the ship stores has been partly

demolished and a shed destroyed by fire, end^

One block of the inner quadrangle of the naval barracks has been almost

completely destroyed, and the upper storeys of the retaining three sides have been

severely damaged by fire and high explosives* The outer quadrangle, which was damaged

before, has now been mostly destroyed.

It locks as if the roof along the entire length of the workshops near the barracks

has again been damaged* The southern end of it has been destroyed by high explosives,
A number of unidentified buildings in this area have also been destroyed or partly destroyed

A large shed near the submarine sheds, which the Germans nay have been using as a

dining room, has been damaged by HEs,, The roof of a group of workshops have been

stripped for repairs..

A stick of bombs has straddled the place Jules ferry and has damaged or destroyed a

number of small sheds* The tackle and accessories in the yard being In a state of great

disorder*

A crane at the end of one of the slipways has disappeared since it was spotted
on a previous reconnaissance.

A photograph of the civic power station shows that a third of the principal

span of the main building has been stripped. The boiler house has been severely

damaged and adjoining sheds have holes in their roofs, A gas holder in the town

gas-works has had a direct hit.

Many unidentified factories, the customs house, a cider factory and two of the

four small buildings which are presumably used as control houses for the lock gates
and swing bridge have also been damaged.


